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Introduction to R 
What is R? 

•  R is an integrated suite of software facilities for data  

manipulation, calculation and graphical display. 

• R is an interactive environment for statistical computing and 

graphics. 

•  R is an expression language with a very simple  syntax. 

•  It is case sensitive, such that ”A” and ”a” are different symbols  

and would refer to different variables 

• The entities that R creates and manipulates are known as  

objects 

• These may be variables, arrays of numbers, character strings,  

functions, or more general structures built from such  

components. 

 



Introduction to R… 

In summary its main features are 

• Data handling and storage facility 

• Operators for matrix (and array) manipulation 

• Data analysis tools 

• Graphical facilities 

• A programming language 

 



Advantages of R 
Advantages of R software 

 Fast and free. 

 State of the art: Statistical researchers provide their methods as R 
packages. 

  Mx, WinBugs, and other programs use or will use R.  

 Active user community  

 Excellent for simulation, programming, computer intensive analyses, 
etc. 

 Forces you to think about your analysis.  

 Interfaces with database storage software (SQL) 

 R is used for data manipulation, statistics, and graphics. It is made up 
of: 

 operators (+  - <- *  %*%  …) for calculations on arrays & matrices  

 large, coherent, integrated collection of functions  

 facilities for making unlimited types of publication quality graphics  

 user written functions & sets of functions (packages) 

 



The R Environment  
R is an integrated suite of software facilities for reading and data 

manipulation, computation(calculation) and graphical display.  

• R is a platform for the object-oriented statistical programming 

language S.  

• It can be regarded as an implementation of the S language which 

was developed at Bell Laboratories and also forms the basis of the 

SPLUS systems.  

• It is a shareware version of S-plus, and they are quite similar. 

• The term “environment” is intended to characterize it as a fully 

planned and coherent system, rather than an incremental accretion 

of very specific and inflexible tools, as is frequently the case with 

other data analysis software. 
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What can R do 
• Handle and store data.  

•  Perform mathematical operations on data points, vectors or 

matrices.  

• Perform basic and advanced statistical analyses through either the 

preloaded functions or user contributed functions.  

• Can be used as a simple and effective programming language 

which includes conditionals, loops, if-else, etc. (plus any user 

contributed or created functions). 
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Packages  
What is Package? 

• A collection or group of objects that R can use 

• It may contain functions, data frames, or other objects, such 

as dynamically loaded libraries of compiled code. 

• A package bundles together code, data, documentation, and 

tests, and is easy to share with others  

• The directory where packages are stored is called the 

library. 

• R comes with a standard set of packages. Others are 

available for download and installation.  

• Once installed, they have to be loaded into the session to be 

used 
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Cont… 

•One of the strengths of R is that the system can easily be  

extended. The system allows you to write new functions and  

package those functions in a so called „R package‟. 

•The R package may also contain other R objects, for example 

data  sets or documentation. 

•There is a lively R user community and many R packages 

have  been written and made available on CRAN for other 

users. 

•When you download R, already a number (around 30) of 

packages  are downloaded as well. 

•To use a function in an R package, that package has to be  

attached to the system. 
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cont… 

•When you start R not all of the downloaded packages are  

attached, only nine packages are attached to the system by 

default. 

•You can use the function search()to see a list of packages 

that are  currently attached to the system 

•To attach another package to the system you can use the 

menu or  the library function. 

•Via the menu: Select the „Packages‟ menu and select „Load  

package...‟, 

•a list of available packages on your system will be 

displayed then  select one and click „OK‟, the package is now 

attached to your  current R session. 

•Or to load a particular package use library( package.name ) 
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Cont…  
Just a few examples, drawing maps, exporting objects to 

html,  time series analysis, spatial statistics and the list goes 

on and  on. 

 To see which packages are installed or available use library() 

 To load a specific package use 

• Library("package-name") 

• .libPaths()                     # get library location  

• search()                    # see packages currently loaded  

• You install them from CRAN with install.packages(" ")  

• You get help on them with package :    

        help(package = " "). 
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Save  
 To save works on R use the following 

> save(file="file-name.RData") or 

> save.image("file-name.RData") or 

The file menu: 

 File 

 Save workspace 

 Browse to the folder where you want to save and supply the 

file name. 

 Save 
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Data sets in R 

• Data sets in R 

•R comes with a number of sample datasets that you 

can  experiment with. 

•Type data()to see the available datasets. 

•The results will depend on which packages you have  

loaded. 

•Type help(data set name)for details on a sample 

dataset. 

• Exercise: Read the in built data set in to the R console  and 

describe what types of data it is? 
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Why R? 

• It's free!  

•  It runs on a variety of platforms including Windows, 

Unix and Mac OS.  

• It provides an unparalleled platform for programming 

new statistical methods in an easy and straightforward 

manner.  

• It contains advanced statistical routines not yet available 

in other packages.  

• It has state-of-the-art graphics capabilities.  

• This is an enormous advantage - new techniques available 

without delay, and they can be performed using the R 

language you already know.  

• Allows you to build a customized statistical program 

suited to your own needs.  
13 



R session  

• . 
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Running R 
 When you start R the first thing you will see is the prompt (>) in GUI, 

which is Rs way of saying “Go Ahead ... Do something” 

 The instructions you give R are called commands. 

 R code can be entered into the command line directly or saved to a 

script, which can be run inside a session using the source function.  

 Commands are separated either by a semicolon (;), or by a newline. 

 Comments can be put almost anywhere, starting with a hash mark (#); 

everything after # is a comment, which is not executed. 

 If you see a “+” in place of the prompt that means that your last 

command was not completed. 

Example: 

> 4* 

+ 

Don„t forget that R is case sensitive! 
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The R Interface 
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Open-opens a script file 
 

Save-saves the current script 

Paste-pastes to selected destination  

Copy-copy selection 

Copy and paste-copy selection and paste at  the R prompt.  

Print-print selection 

Load workspace-load previously saved workspace  

Stop-stop current computation. 



I n t r o d u c t i o n  t o  R R  I n t e r f a c e  



a l y s i s  e r s  



Getting Started with R  
• The beauty of R is that it„s shareware, so it is free to anyone (no 

license fee).  

• To obtain R for windows (or Mac), go to the Comprehensive R 

Archive Network (CRAN) at http://www.r-project.org and you can 

immediately install it.  

• Once you have installed R, there will be an icon (short cut) on your 

desktop. Double click it and R will start up. 

• R works best if you have a dedicated folder for each separate 

project- called the working folder.  

 Create the directory/folder that will be used as the working folder 

• Right-click on an existing R icon and click Copy 

• In the working folder, right-click and click Paste. The R icon will 

appear in the folder.  
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Getting started with R… 
 There are 3 ways to start R in the working folder 

• Double click on the R shortcut (existing R short cut) 

• Double-click on the .RData file in the folder.  

• Double-click any R shortcut and use setwd (dir) Then, the R 

console (command line) window will be automatically displayed 

Getting online help in R  

• The on-line help gives useful information. Getting used to using it 

and understanding the help will make it easier to use R. 

• R has a built-in help facility.  

• To get more information on any specific named function, 

 e.g   

      sqrt(), the command is   

>help(sqrt)  or 

 > ?Sqrt 
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Getting online help with R… 
 For a feature specified by special characters, the argument must be 

enclosed in single or double quotes (e.g. "[["), the command is 
>help(“[[“) 

 This is also necessary for a few words with syntactic meaning including 
if, for, while and function. 

 Help is also available in HTML format by running  

> help.start() 

    which will launch a web browser that allows the help pages to be browsed 
with hyperlinks. 

 The help.search command (alternatively ?? ) allows searching for help in 
various ways.  

Example:  

>?Solve              #Or  

> help.search(“solve”) 

Try ? 

help.search for details and more examples.  
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Getting online help in R… 

• The examples on a help topic can normally be run by  

> example("topic")  

• For example: To know what lm does with 

demonstration type the following: 

>example(lm) 

• For further information about online help: use  

> ? help 
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Commands and Executions 
 Technically R is an expression language with a very simple 

syntax.  

 When R is ready for input, it prints out its prompt (default) greater 

than sign (>); it is an assignment operator.  

 Users are expected to type inputs (commands) into R in the 

console window.  

 Commands: 

 Consists of expressions or assignments 

  are separated by a semi-colon(;) or by a newline 

 Can be grouped together using braces(„{„ and „}‟)  

> D<-{A<-1; B<-5; C<-A+B} will return 6 for D 
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Commands and Executions… 

• Some preliminaries on entering command 

•  Expressions and commands in R are case-sensitive 

e.g. X and x do not refer to the same variable 

• Anything following the hash character (#) R ignores as a comment. 

• You can use the arrow keys (up and down ) on the keyboard to 

scroll back to previous commands. 

• Command lines entered at the console are limited to about 4095 

bytes (not characters). 
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Commands and Executions 
• Technically R is an expression language with a very 

simple syntax.  

• When R is ready for input, it prints out its prompt 

(default) greater than sign (>); it is an assignment 

operator.  

• Users are expected to type inputs (commands) into R in 

the console window.  

• Commands: 

• Consists of expressions or assignments 

•  are separated by a semi-colon(;) or by a newline 

• Can be grouped together using braces(„{„ and „}‟) 

• > D<-{A<-1; B<-5; C<-A+B} will return 6 for D 26 



Commands and Executions… 
 Some preliminaries on entering command 

 Expressions and commands in R are case-sensitive 

e.g. X and x do not refer to the same variable 

 Anything following the hash character (#) R ignores as a comment. 
Recalling previous commands 

• To recall a previously typed commands use the up arrow key (↑).  

• To go between previously typed commands use the up and down arrow 
(↓) keys. 

•  Once a command is recalled, it can be corrected using the left (←) and 
right arrow keys (→). 

 

 Command lines entered at the console are limited to about 4095 bytes 
(not characters). 

 Removing objects from R:  

 Use rm("object") or remove("object") 

> Age<-45 

> rm(Age)     #or 

> remove(Age) 
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Commands and Executions… 
• The set of symbols which can be used in R: 

• Can be created using letters, digits and the . (dot) symbol. 

e.g. Weight, Wt.male 

•  Must not start with a digit or a . Followed by a digit or vice versa. 

• Some names are used by the system,   

e.g. c, q, t, C, D, F, I, T, diff, df, pt  Don„t use those as an object 

• If a command is not complete at the end of a line, R will give a 
different prompt, by default ''+'' on second and subsequent lines 
and continue to read input until the command is syntactically 
complete. This prompt may be changed by the user.  

• If commands are stored in an external file, say “commands. R” in 
the working directory „work‟, they may be executed at any time in 
an R session with the command  

> source(“commands.R”) 

• For window Source is also available on the file menu. 
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Commands and Executions… 

• To save your output from a session in R can be saved using the sink 

command:  

> sink(“Rintro”) 

• Now if you use the print command, your output will be saved to 

“Rintro”.  

• Strings of text can be printed like this:  

> print(“The mean of the variable x is…”) 

and your “Rintro” file will contain:  

[1] “The mean of the variable x is…” 

• To turn off the sink command:  

>sink()  

• Another useful printing command is the cat command since it lets 

you mix objects in R with text. 
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Commands and Executions… 

• For example, let„s say we create the variable x:  

 >x<-c(2:6)   #or 

 > x=c(2:6)  

• Now we can print it as follows:  

> cat(“The mean of the variable x is….”, mean(x), “\n”) 
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Assigning values to variables 

Assignment can be made using any of the following operators: 

Using “<-” e.g. > x<-5 

Using “=“ e.g. > x=5 

Using the function “assign()” e.g. > assign(“X”,5) 

Using “->” e.g. > 5->X 
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Simple manipulation 
• R can do any types of mathematical manipulation  

Simple arithmetic 

• Whatever is typed at the prompt is evaluated, and the 

result is printed. 

> 2+3                  # Addition 

[1] 5 

> 2*4 + 7            # Multiplication and addition 

[1] 15 

> 10/3                 # Division 

[1] 3.333333 
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> 5**3               # ** to the power of... 

[1] 125 

> 5^3                 # or we can use ^ 

[1] 125 
• Standard functions that are found on a scientific calculator are 

available in R, for example: 

> sqrt(2)                       # Square root 

[1] 1.414214 

• It also provides pi  as a constant. 

> pi 

[1] 3.141593 

> sin(pi) 

[1] 1.224606e-16 

> cos(pi) 

[1] -1 
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Simple manipulation 

Objects: 

 The entities that R creates and manipulates are known as objects. 

 R stores both data and output from data analysis (as well as 

everything else) in objects 

 an object is a location in memory having a value and referenced by 

an identifier.  

 These may be variables, arrays of numbers, character strings, 

functions, or more general structures built from such components. 

 R saves any object you create. 

 To list the objects you have created in a session use either of the 

following commands: 

> objects() 

> ls() 
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Cont… 

To remove all the objects in R type: 

> rm(list=ls(all=T)) 

To remove a specified number of objects use:  

> rm(x, y)  #only object x and y will be removed 

Data Objects in R 

• Objects are classified by two criteria: 

– MODE: how objects are stored in R - character, numeric, 
logical, factor, list, & function  

– CLASS: how objects are treated by functions (important 
to know!) - [vector], matrix, array, data.frame, & 
hundreds of special classes created by specific functions 
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Objects… 
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Objects… 

• At the end of each R session you are given the 

opportunity to save all the currently available objects.  

• If you indicate that you want to do this, the objects are 

written to a file called .RData in the current directory, and 

the command lines used in the session are saved to a file 

called .Rhistory. 

• When R is started at later time from the same directory it 

reloads the workspace from this file. 

• At the same time the associated commands history is 

reloaded. 
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vectors 

• A vector represents a set of elements of the same mode 
whether they are logical, numeric (integer or double), 
complex, character or lists. 

• Vectors are the simplest type of object in R.  

c Function 

• The simplest way to create a vector is through the 
concatenation function, c, which means "combine" .  

• This function binds elements together, whether they are of 
character form, numeric or logical.  

• There are 3 main types of vectors:  

•  Numeric vectors  

•  Character vectors  

• Logical vectors 
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Cont… 

• Numeric Vector: is a single entity consisting of 

an ordered collection of numbers.  

Example: To set up a numeric vector X consisting of 

5 numbers, 10, 6, 3, 6, 22, we use any one of the 

following commands:  

>x<-c(10, 6, 3, 6, 22)                       #OR  

> x= c(10, 6, 3, 6, 22)                   #OR  

> assign(“x”, c(10, 6, 3, 6, 22))    #OR 

> c(10, 6, 3, 6, 22)->x 
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Cont… 

The further assignment  

>y<-c(x,0,x)  

would create a vector y with 11 entries consisting of two 

copies of x with a zero in the middle place.  

To print the contents of x:  

>x  

[1] 10 6 3 6 22  

Note: The [1] in front of the result is the index of the first 

element in the vector x. 
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Cont… 

Functions that return a single value  

>length(x)         # the number of elements in x  

> sum(x)           # the sum of the values of x  

> mean(x)         # the mean of the values of x  

> var(x)             # the variance of the values of x  

> sd(x)               # the standard deviation of the values of x  

> min(x)             # the minimum value from the values of x  

> max(x)             # the maximum value from the values of x  

> prod(x)             # the product of the values of x  

> range(x)           # the range of the values of x (smallest and 

largest)  
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Cont… 
• You can add vectors 

• Vectors can be used in arithmetic expressions, in which case the 

operations are performed element by element. 

 e.g.                x <- c(1,2,4) 

        y<- c(5,0,-1) 

        x + y 

x * y          # element by element multiplication  

• But for matrices multiplication we use, the expression is:-  

x%*%y 

e.g.  

x<- c(2,5,3,1,4,3,8), Find 

• sum(x)  

• length(x)  
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Cont… 

• range(x) 

• min(x) 

• max(x) 

• x[4]        # Extract elements 

Functions that return vectors with the same length  

To print the rank of the values of x:  

> order(x)  

> sort.list(x)  

To print the values of x in increasing order  

 >sort(x)  

> x[order(x)]  

> x[sort.list(x)]  

To print the reciprocals of the values of x  

> 1/x  
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Cont… 

 To print the sin, cos, tan, asin, acos, atan, log, exp, … of the values 

of x:  

> sin(x)  

> cos(x)  

:  

> exp(x)  

The parallel maximum and minimum functions pmax and pmin return 

a vector (of equal to their largest argument) that contains in each 

element the largest (smallest) element in that position in any of the 

input vectors. 
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Cont… 

 Let x be as follows:  

> x=c(1:10)  

> x  

[1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

> pmax(x,6)  

[1] 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 8 9 10  

 Returns the values of x but values that are less than 6 will be 

replaced by 6.  

> pmin(x,6)  

[1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 6 6 6 6  

 Returns the values of x but values that are greater than 6 will be 

replaced by 6. 
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Cont… 

Character vectors 

• To set up a character/string vector z consisting of 3 place 

names use: 

> z<-c(“Dessie", “TuluAwuliya",“Mekdela") Or 

> z<-c(„Dessie‟,„TuluAwuliya‟, „Mekdela‟) 

• Character strings are entered using either matching 

double(" ") or single(' ') quotes, but are printed using 

double quotes (or sometimes without quotes). 

• They use C-style escape sequences, using \ as the escape 

character, so \\ is entered and printed as \\, and inside 

double quotes “is entered as \”. 
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Cont… 

Common useful escape sequences are :  

"\n" for new line  

"\t" for tab  

"\b" for backspace 

Example:              

> cat("Abebe","\n","zelalem","\n") 

• Character vectors can be concatenated using c()  

> z <- c(“Dessie", “TuluAwuliya",“Mekdela")  

> c(z, "Mary")  

[1] “Dessie" “TuluAwuliya" “Mekdela" "Mary"  
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Cont… 

Logical Vectors  

A logical vector is a vector whose elements are TRUE, FALSE 

or NA( not available) .  

Note: TRUE and FALSE are often abbreviated as T and F 

respectively, however T and F are just variables which are set to 

TRUE and FALSE by default, but are not reserved words and 

hence can be overwritten by the user. 

Logical vectors are generated by conditions.  

Example:  

> temp <- x>13  

Sets temp as a vector of the same length as x with values 

FALSE corresponding to elements of x where the condition is 

not met and TRUE where it is met.  
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Cont… 

The logical operators are <, <=, >, >=, == for exact equality 

and != for inequality.  

 In addition if c1 and c2 are logical expressions, then c1&c2 is 

their intersection(“and”), c1 I c2 is their union(“or”), and !c1 

is the negation of c1. 
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Missing value 
 In some cases the components of a vector may not be completely 

known.  

When an element or value is “not available” or a “missing value” 

in the statistical sense, a place within a vector may be reserved for 

it by assigning it the special value NA. an operation is incomplete, 

the result cannot be known and not available. 

 The function is.na(x) gives a logical vector of the same size as x 

with value TRUE if and only if the corresponding element in x is 

NA(where NA is value not available or a missing value).  

Example: 

> z<-c(1:3,NA)  

> ind<-is.na(z)  
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Cont… 
                          [1] FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE  

 

 Note that there is a second kind of “missing” values which are 
produced by numerical computation, the so-called Not a Number, 
NaN, values.  

Example:  

>0/0                 #Try           

 > Inf-Inf  

Note:     is.na(xx) is TRUE both for NA and NaN 

Indexing Vectors  

 Vectors indices are placed with square brackets: [] 

 Vectors can be indexed in any of the following ways:  

 Vector of positive integers  

 Vector of negative integers  

 Vector of named items  

 Logical vector 
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Cont… 

Example:  

>const=c(3.1416,2.7183,1.4142,1.6180)  

> names(const)=c("pi","euler","sqrt2","golden")  

> const[c(1,3,4)]         # printing the 1st , 3nd and the 4th 

elements of const.  

       pi             sqrt2        golden 

3.1416     1.4142       1.618 

Printing all elements of const except the 1st and the 2nd.  

>const[c(-1,-2)]        

                                    sqrt2        golden  

                                  1.4142       1.618  
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Cont… 

Printing TRUE or FALSE if respective value is 

greater than 2.  

> const>2  

pi    euler           sqrt2               golden  

TRUE   TRUE     FALSE     FALSE   

Printing Truth valued values.  

>const[const>2]  

pi       euler 

 3.1416    2.718 
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Data storage and Management 
• A value can be stored in a named variable by 

assigning it with the <- or = symbols. 

e.g x<-2 

• In fact you can make assignments using -> 

e.g 2 ->x 

• Variable names must start with a letter, and may 

contain letters, numbers and dots. 

• R enables computation with Boolean, or Logical 

variables.  

• These take on either the value True or False.  

• You can use conditional tests to generate these values: 
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• To search for objects which contain given characters, 
use the pattern option (abbreviated to pat). 

ls(pat="h") 

• To restrict the search to objects that start with this 
character, type: 

ls(pat="^h") 

• To delete an object use the rm() functions. 

 rm(age) 

 ls() 

• Use the q() function to terminate  R program, at the 
end of the session. 

• Missing values are coded as NA in R. For example, 

 missx <- c(2, 5, 7, NA, 4, 5, 2) 
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• Statistical functions will return a missing value (NA) 

if a vector contains any missing values.  

• To overcome this we have to use the na.rm=T option. 

e.g 

min(missx) 

[1] NA 

min(missx, na.rm=T) 

[1] 2 

Functions on vector 

• y <- c(-3.72, 11.56, 14.57, 19.65, -4.41, 15.41, 25.79, 

6.21, 9.84, 12.92) 

round(y, 1)       # Round y to one decimal place 
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Cont… 

Modifying Vectors  

 To alter the contents of a vector, similar methods can be used.  

Example:  

Create a variable X with 5 elements: 10 5 3 6 21  

>X=c(10,5,3,6,21)  

 Now, to modify the first element of x and assign it a value 7 
use  

>X[1]<-7  

> X  

[1] 7 5 3 6 21 

 The following command replaces any NA (missing) values in 
the vector w with the value 0:  

> w[is.na(w)]<-0 
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Cont… 

Generating sequences 

• R has a number of ways to generate sequences of numbers. 
These includes:  

• The colon “:” 

 Example:  

>1:10 

[1]  1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10  

> 10:1 

[1]  10   9   8   7   6   5    4   3   2   1 

Note: The colon operator has high priority within an expression. 
Example:  2*1:10 is equivalent to 2*(1:10)  

>2*1:10 

 [1] 2  4  6  8  10  12  14  16  18  20  
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Cont… 
 The seq() function 

The function seq() is a more general facility for generating sequences.  

Example:  

>seq(1:10)  

> seq(from=1, to=10)  

>seq(to=10, from=1)  

are all equivalent to 1:10 

Note: The parameters by=value and length=value specify a step size and 
length for the sequence respectively. If neither of these is given, the default 
by=1 is assumed. 

Example: 

>seq(1,5, by=2)  

[1] 1  3  5  

>seq(1,10, length=5) 

 [1] 1.00  3.25  5.50  7.75  10.00  

> seq(from=1, by=2.25, length=5)  

[1]  1.00  3.25  5.50  7.75  10.00 
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Cont… 
• The function rep() can be used for replicating an object in 

various complicated ways.  

• the command:  

> rep(x, times=5)  #or  

>rep(x, 5)  

will print 5 copies of x end to end 

• While the command :  

>rep(x, each=5)  

will print each element of x five times before moving onto the 

next.  

 Further more, the command  

>rep(c(1,4), c(2,3))  

will print 1 two times and then 4 three times (1 1 4 4 4 ). 60 



Cont… 

rep(2, times=5) 

Or 

rep(2, each=5) 

e.g 

r1 <- rep(c(1:4), 3) 

r1 

Exercises 

Generate the following sequences 

[1] 8.0 8.2 8.4 8.6 8.8 9.0 9.2 9.4 9.6 9.8 10.0 

[2] 10.0 9.8 9.6 9.4 9.2 9.0 8.8 8.6 8.4 8.2 8.0 
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Matrices, Arrays, Lists and Data Frames  
Matrices 

 A matrix can be regarded as a generalization of a vector.  

 A matrix is a set of elements appearing in rows and columns where 

the elements are of the same mode whether they are logical, 

numeric (integer or double), complex or character. 

 A two-dimensional array is also called a matrix, and is eligible for 

the usual matrix mathematical operations.  

 A matrix can be generated in two ways. 

Method 1: Using the function dim:  

Example  

>x <- c(1:8)  

> dim(x) <- c(2,4) 

 > x 
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           [,1]    [,2]     [,3]     [,4] 

[1,]      1        3         5         7  

[2,]       2        4         6         8 
 

Method 2: Using the function matrix( ): 

> x <- matrix(c(1:8),2,4,byrow=F) 

> x 

         [,1]    [,2]     [,3]    [,4] 

[1,]     1       2         3        4 

[2,]     5      6          7        8 

An equivalent expression: 

You give matrix a vector of the values, and you need to specify 
either ncol or nrow to tell the function the size of the matrix. 
> x<-matrix(c(1:8), nrow=2, ncol=4) 
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m <- matrix(c(1,2,3,4,5,6), nrow=3, ncol=2)   or 

m <- matrix(c(1,2,3,4,5,6), nrow=2)   or 

m <- matrix(c(1,2,3,4,5,6), nrow=2, byrow=T) 

• We can also extract parts of a matrix.  

• We use square brackets with two comma-separated values: 

x[2,1]              # One element of x 

x[2,2]              # Another element 

• If you leave out one number, you get the whole row or 

column: 

 x[,1]            # The first column 

 x[3,]            # The third row 

By default the matrix is filled by column. 

• To fill the matrix by row specify byrow = T as argument in the 

matrix function. 
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Cont… 

Use the function cbind to create a matrix by binding two or more 

vectors as column vectors. 

The function rbind is used to create a matrix by binding two or more 

vectors as row vectors 

Example:  

> cbind(c(1,2,3),c(4,5,6))  

         [,1]   [,2]  

[1,]     1      4 

 [2,]    2      5  

[3,]     3      6  

> rbind(c(1,2,3),c(4,5,6))  

        [,1]  [,2]   [,3]  

[1,]    1     2       3  

[2,]    4     5       6 
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• Matrix operations (multiplication, transpose, etc.) can easily be 

performed in R using a few simple functions like:  

  Name                  Operation 

dim()          Dimension of the matrix (number of rows and   columns) 

as.matrix()          Used to coerce an argument into a matrix object  

%*%                      Matrix multiplication  

t()                           Matrix transpose 

 det()                      Determinant of a square matrix  

solve()           Matrix inverse; also solves a system of linear  equations  

eigen()                     Computes eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
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Cont… 
R has a number of matrix specific operations, for example: 
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• Note: A matrix can be regarded as a number of equal length 

vectors pasted together.  

• All the mathematical functions that apply to vectors also apply to 

matrices and are applied on each matrix element. 

• The inverse of a matrix is computed by the solve() function. The 

matrix must be square and not singular: 

x <- matrix(0:3,ncol=2) 

x                               # make a square matrix 

solve(x)                    # the inverse 

x %*% solve(x)       # test: x * inv(x) = I 

• To create the identity matrix for a desired dimension, we use the 

diagonal function, e.g., 

I <- diag(5) 
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• diag(M), where M is a matrix, gives the vector of main 

diagonal entries of M. 

• To find the determinant of a square matrix x, use the 

determinant function, e.g., 

det( x ) 

• The function eigen() calculates the eigen value and eigen 

vectors of a symmetric matrix 

• The result in this function is with two components, the eigen 

value and eigen vectors.  

eigen(x) 
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Arrays 

Arrays: can be considered as a multiply subscripted 

collection of data entries, for example numeric.  

 Arrays are generalizations of vectors and matrices.  

 That means, vectors in the mathematical sense are one 

dimensional arrays where as matrices are two-

dimensional arrays; higher dimensions are also possible. 

 There are two methods of creating arrays in R  

Method 1: Using vectors  

 A vector can be used by R as an array only if it has a 

dimension vector as its dim attribute.  

 A dimension vector is a vector of non-negative integers. If 

its length is k then the array is k-dimensional. 
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• An array can be created by giving a vector structure, a dim, 
which has the form 

> z=data_vector  

> dimention_vector  

Example: The following is a 3 X 5 X 100 (3-dimentional) array 
with dimension vector c(3,5,100) and a vector of 1500 elements. 

> z=c(1:1500)  

> dim(z) <- c(3,5,100) 

Example: If the dimension vector for an array, say A, is c(3,4,2) 
then there are 3X4X2 = 24 entries in A and the data vector holds 
them in the order A[1,1,1], A[2,1,1], ...,A[2,4,2], A[3,4,2]. 

> A=c(5:28) 

 > dim(A)=c(3,4,2) 
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Method 2: Using the function array()  

As well as giving a vector structure a dim attribute, arrays can 

be constructed from vectors by the array function, which has 

the form  

> Z<- array(data_vector, dim_vector)  

For example, if the vector h contains 24 or fewer, numbers 

then the command  

>Z<- array(h, dim=c(3,4,2))  

would use h to set up 3 by 4 by 2 array in Z. If the size of h is 

exactly 24 the result is the same as  

> Z<- h ; dim(Z) <- c(3,4,2) 
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Lists  
A list is a generalization of a vector and represents a collection of 

arbitrary objects. 

That is, the elements of a list can be objects of any type and 

structure. Consequently, a list can contain another list and 

therefore it can be used to construct arbitrary data structures. 

A list could consist of a numeric vector, a logical value, a 

matrix, a complex vector, a character array, a function, and so 

on.  

To list the objects (e.g., variables, data, functions) that you have 

created simply type ls() command: 

L<-list(object-1,object-2,…,object-m) 
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Example:  

>L <- list( c(1,5,3), matrix(1:6, nrow=3), c("Hello", "world") )  

>L  

[[1]]  

  [1]     1     5    3  

[[2]]  

         [,1]     [,2]  

[1,]     1         4  

[2,]     2         5  

[3,]     3         6  

[[3]]  

[1]    “Hello”   “world” 
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The elements of the list are accessed with the [[ ]]operator. 
Examples: Consider the previous example  

     >L[[1]]                   # First element of L  

        [1]     1     5    3  

>L[[2]]   [2,1]           # Element [2,1] of the second element of L  

[1]  2                         #  Note that L[[2]] is a matrix which can be        
#referenced with []  

> L[[c(3,2)]]                       # Recursively:  element 3 of L, here 
of the 2nd element  

       [1]  “world”  

OR  

        > L[[3]][2]  

[1]  “world” 
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Lst <- list(name="Fred", wife="Mary", no.children=3, 

child.ages=c(4,7,9)) 

Lst 

• function length(Lst) gives the number of (top level) 

components it has. 

• And also we  can extract information's like:- 

• Lst$name is the same as Lst[[1]] and is the string "Fred", 

• Lst$wife is the same as Lst[[2]] and is the string "Mary", 

• Lst$child.ages[1] is the same as Lst[[4]][1] and is the number 

4. 
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Data frames  
• Data frames: regarded as an extension to matrices.  

• Data frames can have columns of different data types and are 
the most convenient data structure for data analysis in R. 

• Data frames are lists with the constraint that all elements are 
vectors of the same length.  

A data frame is very much like a matrix, except it is 
designed for storing statistical or experimental data. 

• Each row represents a unit 

• Each column a collection of measurements on the units. 

• Each column can store a deferent type of data, such as 
numeric or character. 

• The command data.frame () creates a data frame:  

dat<-data.frame (object-1,object-2,…,object-m) 
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Data frames …  
Example:  

>name= c("Eden","Solomon","Zelalem","Kidist")  

> age=c(18,22,25,27)  

>sex=c("F","M","M","F")  

> stud=data.frame (name, age, sex)  

>stud  

              name         age       sex  

        1    Eden          18         F  

        2    Solomon    22        M  

        3    Zelalem      25       M  

        4      kidist        27       F  

• To display the column names:  

>names(stud)            #OR  colnames(stud)  

[1] "name" "age"  "sex"  

• To display the row names:  

• rownames(stud)  

[1]  "1" "2" "3" "4" 
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Data frames… 
 You can use the “names” function to change the column names:  

names(stud) <-c("name","age","sex")  

> stud  

       name        age      sex 

1    Eden           18        F  

2 Solomon      22      M  

3    Zelalem       25      M  

4    kidist           27       F  

 Similarly, use the “row.names” function to change the row names: 

>row.names(stud)<- c("Wrt","Ato","Ato2","Wro")    correction handout c() ?? 

>Stud 

 The following out put can be found 

Wrt           Eden              18             F  

Ato        Solomon           22            M  

Ato2       Zelalem           25            M  

Wro         Kidist             27             F 

 Note: Duplicate row.names are not allowed!!! 
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Data frame… 

Exercise: 

 the age and monthly income of an individual is given by 

Age= 25,34,36,56,21,60,28, and 45 

Income(in birr) =  1200, 3000, 2800, 5000, 1300, 2500, 4000, 

and 3500 

Solution: 

Then to create data frame in R,  

Age<-c(25,34,36,56,21,60,28, 45) 

Income <-c(1200, 3000, 2800, 5000, 1300, 2500, 4000, 3500) 

data.frame(Age, Income) 
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Reading(Importing) Data 
• Large data objects will usually be read as values from external files rather 

than entered during an R session at the keyboard.  

• For a complete list of possible arguments to the read.table() function, type 
?read.table in the R console.  

• Most arguments are optional, with the exception of the file name from 
which to read the data. 

• In R you can import text files with the function read.table()  

• Syntax: read.table(“file name", arguments) 

• The function may have arguments to specify 

 the header, 

 the column separator, 

 the number of lines to skip, 

 the data types of the columns, etc. 

 The functions read.csv and read.delim are functions to read “comma 
separated values”  files period as a decimal and tab delimited files period 
as a decimal respectively. 
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• The functions read.mtp is functions to read minitab files 

• read.spss reads a file stored by the SPSS save or export commands. 

• read.csv2 reads a file separated by semicolon (;) and decimal by 
comma (,) 

• read.delim2 reads file separated by tab (\t) and decimal by period 
(.) 

• Suppose we have a text file data.txt, that contains the following 
text: 

Author: John Davis 

Date: 18-05-2007 

Some comments… 

Col1, Col2, Col3, Col4 

23,     45,    A,      John 

34,     41,    B,     Jimmy 

12,     99,    B,     Patrick 
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• The data without the first few lines of text can be imported to an R data 
frame using the following R syntax: 

• NB: there should be a comma separated file in Notepad(txt) called 
Data.txt in the directory C:\\Temp\\R\\ 

• myfile<- "C:\\Temp\\R\\Data.txt"  

• mydf <-read.table(myfile, skip=3,sep=“,” , header=TRUE)  

• mydf 
• The argument as.is=T stops R from trying to convert character data to factor 

objects. 

• The argument header=T informs R that the first line of the data file contains the 
names of the variables. 

Example 1 

>ricepd <- read.table("C:/RicePlants1.txt",header=T) 

>ricepd 

• This data is produce in note pad using tab-delimited (*.txt)   
Example 2 

> ricepc<- read.csv2("C:/RicePlants1.csv",header=T) 

> ricepc 

• This data is produced in excel using csv data file (*.csv). 
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• Reading a SPSS data set: 

•mydata2<-read.spss(‟C:/Users/user/Desktop/lbw.sav‟) 

•Data from other statistical software can be read similarly. 

Exercise:  

Read(import) cancer data set in to the R console 
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Existing Data in R 

• A number of datasets are supplied with R (in package datasets) 

• To see the list of datasets currently available use the following 

command: 

          >data() 

• Datasets usually store several variables. The different variables 

have names, but initially, these names are not directly accessible as 

variables. 

• It can be accessed the values by name or we can use the attach 

statement. 

> attach(filename) #Or 

> filename$varname 

• Editing data in R with following R command 

 > NewFileName<-edit(OldFileName) 
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2. Probability and Sampling Distributions  

Outlines 

 R as a set of statistical tables 

 Examining the distribution of a set of data 

 Simulating the Sample Distribution of the Mean  

 One and two sample tests 
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Probability and Sampling distribution  
R as a set of statistical tables  

• The R suite of programs provides a simple way for statistical 
tables of just about any probability distribution of interest.  

• In R, each distribution has a name prefixed by a letter indicating 
whether a probability, quintile, density function or random value is 
required. 

 R allows for the calculation of:  

 Probabilities (including cumulative)  

 The evaluation of probability density/mass  functions 

 Percentiles, and  

 The generation of pseudo-random variables following  a 
number of common distributions. 

 Therefore, R is useful to provide a comprehensive set of statistical 
tables. 
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• The following table gives examples of various function names 

in R along with additional arguments 
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• For each distribution, R provides the following four 

commands:  

• dxxx: density function of the xxx distribution 

• pxxx: distribution function of the xxx distribution ('p' for 

probability) 

• qxxx: quintile function of the xxx distribution 

• rxxx: random number generator for the xxx distribution 

where 'xxx' is the R name of the distribution.  

• for example for normal distribution: normal 
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Example:  

>dbinom(3,size=10,prob=0.25)    # P(X=3) for X~Bin(n=10, p=0.25)  

>dpois(0:2, lambda=4)  # P(X=0), P(X=1), P(X=2) for X ~ 

Poisson(4)  

>pbinom(3,size=10,prob=.25)  # P(X < 3) in the above distribution  

>pnorm(12,mean=10,sd=2)        # P(X < 12) for X~N(mu = 10, 

sigma =2)  

> qnorm(.75,mean=10,sd=2) # 3rd quartile of N(mu = 10,sigma = 2)  

> qchisq(.10,df=8)               # 10th percentile of x2(8)  

> qt(.95,df=20)                     # 95th percentile of t(20) 
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• rnorm(100)      # simulate(generate) 100 standard normal RVs  

> 2*pt(-2.43, df = 13)     # 2-tailed p-value for t distribution  

>qf(0.01, 2, 7, lower.tail = FALSE)      # upper 1% point for an F(2, 7) 

distribution 

 Birth Day Paradox (BDP), conducted on 23 persons to have 50-50 

chance that two or more of them have the same birth day from 365 

days. 

>Qbirthday(prob =0.5,classes=365,coincident=2)  

> pbirthday(n, classes = 365, coincident = 2) 

 Arguments 

 classes:  How many distinct categories the people could fall into  

 prob: The desired probability of coincidence  

 n:The number of people  

 coincident: The number of people to fall in the same category 
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Example 

• To find upper 5% point for an F(3,20) distribution, can be written 

in R  

 >qf(0.05,3,20, lower.tail=F) 

• lower.tail=F this is the argument that the R force to do the upper 

tail value. 

• By changing lower.tail =T we can have the lower 95% point with 

the similar degree of freedom. 

• In the normal distribution we can also have tabular values from R. 

• To find Z value of 2.15, we can write  

  1-pnorm(2.15) 

• And also sometimes we can solve problems like:- 
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• Some biochemical measure in healthy individuals is well 

described by a normal distribution with mean of 132 and s.d of 

13. then if a patient has a value of 160, by what probability does 

this can happen?  

1-pnorm(160, mean=132,sd=13) 

Random sampling  

• In R, we can simulate different situations with the sample() 

function. 

e.g if we want to pick five numbers at random from the set 1:40, 

then we can write 

Sample(1:40,5) 

• The default behavior of sample is sampling with out replacement. 

The sample will not contain the same number twice  
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• If we want sampling with replacement, then we need to add the 

argument, replace =T  

sample(c(“H”,”T”), 10, replace =T) 

• We can also generate random numbers from normal distribution 

by specifying the value of mean and standard deviation. 

>rnorm(10, mean=7, sd=5)  # this can generate 10 random numbers 

with mean of 7 and standard deviation 5 
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• Examining the distribution of a set of data 

•  Given a (univariate) set of data we can examine its 

distribution in a large number of ways. The simplest is to 

examine the numbers.  

• Two slightly different summaries are given by 

• Summary (is a generic function used to produce result 

summaries of the results of various model fitting functions, 

The function involves particular methods which depend on 

the class of the first argument. ) and  

>summary(var)  

• fivenum (the Tukey Five-Number Summaries, minimum, 

lower hinge, median, upper-hinge, maximum).  

> fivenum(var) 
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• And also we can examine by displaying the data through the 

following graphs:  

>stem(var)                      # Steam and leaf of the var.  

>hist(var)                        # Default histogram of var.  

>boxplot(var)                  # a box plot of var  

>plot(ecdf(var))                                  #the empirical cumulative 

#distribution function of var.  

>x <- rt(250, df = 5)                            # A random sample of size    

# 250 from t distribution with 5 df  

>qqnorm(var)                        # QQ plot  for normality of var.  

> qqline(var)                         #make a line on the above QQ plot 
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•  We can make a Q-Q plot against the generating distribution 

by 

>qqplot(qt(ppoints(250), df = 5), x, xlab ="Q-Q plot for t dsn") 

>qqline(x) 

• Formally, R provides the Shapiro-Wilk test and the 

Kolmogorov Smirnov test to examine whether the given 

data follows a normal distribution or not. 

>shapiro.test(var)                    #Shapiro-Wilk test 

>ks.test(var, "pnorm", mean = mean(var),   

sd = sqrt(var(var)))                #Kolmogorov Smirnov test 
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Simulating the Sample Distribution of the Mean 

• Tests on means are built on the assumption that the sample 

mean 𝑋  is based on n independent observations from a 

population with mean 𝜇  and variance𝜎2  . From linear 

combination theory, we have derived that, so long as the n 

observations are independent, 𝑋  will have a mean of 𝑋  and a 

variance of 
𝜎2

𝑛
 . 
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One- and two-sample t-tests 

One sample tests 

•  The t – tests are based on an assumption that data come from the 

normal distribution. 

• In the one – sample case we thus have data x1, x2,… xn assumed to be 

independent realizations of random variables with distribution N(mean, 

variance). 

• Formally we calculated  

 

 

Two sample tests  

• The two sample t – test is used to test the hypothesis that two samples 

may be assumed to come from distribution with the same mean. 

• The theory of the two sample t – test is not very different in principle 

from that of the one – sample test. 
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Cont… 
• Data are now from two groups, x11, x12, … x1n1 and x21, x22, … 

x2n2. which we assume are sampled from the normal distribution 

N(mean1, variance1) and N(mean2, variance2) 

• It is desired to test the null hypothesis  

 

 

 

  

 we assume s1 = s2, then the pooled S will be calculated  
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Cont… 
• The main function that performs these sorts of tests is t.test(). Its 

syntax is:  

t.test(x, y = NULL, alternative = c("two.sided","less",  "greater"), mu 
= 0, paired = FALSE, var.equal =FALSE, conf.level = 0.95).  

Arguments:  

 x, y: numeric vectors of data values. If y is not given, a one sample 
test is performed.  

 alternative: a character string specifying the alternative hypothesis, 
must be one of `"two.sided"' (default), "greater" or "less". You can 
specify just the initial letter.  

 mu: a number indicating the true value of the mean (or difference 
in means if you are performing a two sample test). Default is 0. 

 paired: a logical indicating if you want the paired t-test (default is 
the independent samples test if both x and y are given). 
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• var.equal: (for the independent samples test) a logical variable 

indicating whether to treat the two variances as being equal. If 

`TRUE', then the pooled variance is used to estimate the 

variance. If ‗FALSE„ (default), then the Welch suggestion for 

degrees of freedom is used.  

• conf.level: confidence level (default is 95%) of the interval 

estimate for the mean appropriate to the specified alternative 

hypothesis.  

• Note that from the above, t.test() not only performs the 

hypothesis test but also calculates a confidence interval. 

However, if the alternative is either a “greater than” or “less 

than” hypothesis, a lower (in case of a greater than alternative) 

or upper (less than) confidence bound is given. 
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Example: Test the hypotheses that the average height content of containers 

of certain lubricant is 10 liters if the contents of a random sample of 10 

containers are 10.2, 9.7, 10.1, 10.3, 10.1, 9.8, 9.9, 10.4, 10.3, and 9.8 liters. 

Use the 0.01 level of significance and assume that the distribution of 

contents is normal.  

>x=c(10.2,9.7,10.1,10.3,10.1,9.8,9.9,10.4, 10.3,9.8) 

>t.test(x, mu = 10, conf.level = 0.99) 

The output of the above command will be: 

One Sample t-test 

data:  x   

                        t = 0.7717, df = 9, p-value = 0.46  

alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 10  

99 percent confidence interval: 9.807338 10.312662 sample estimates: 

mean of x  

10.06 
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• Example: Consider the following sets of data on the latent heat 

of the fusion of ice (cal/gm) from Rice.  

• Method A: 79.98    80.04    80.02     80.04   80.03    80.03   

80.04    79.97     80.05   80.03    80.02   80.00     80.02  

• Method B: 80.02   79.94     79.98    79.97   79.97 80.03   79.95     

79.97  

• Box plots provide a simple graphical comparison of the two 

samples.  

>A=c(79.98,80.04,80.02,80.04,80.03,80.03,80.04,79.97,80.05,80.

03,80.02,80.00,80.02) 

>B=c(80.02,79.94,79.98,79.97,79.97,80.03,79.95,79.97) 

>boxplot(A,B) 
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. 
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• To test for the equality of the means of the two  samples, we can 
use an unpaired t-test by:  

> t.test(A, B)  

• This will give you the following output:  

Welch Two Sample t-test 

• data:  A and B t = 3.2499, df = 12.027, p-value = 0.006939 

alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 
0(zero)  

95 percent confidence interval: 0.01385526, 0.07018320  

sample estimates:  

mean of x     mean of y  

80.02077     79.97875  

Which indicate a significant difference, assuming normality. By 
default the R function does not assume equality of variances in the 
two samples. 
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We can use the F test to test for equality in the variances, provided 

that the two samples are from normal populations.  

>var.test(A, B) F test to compare two variances data:   

A and B  

F = 0.5837, num df = 12, denom df = 7, p-value = 0.3938  

alternative hypothesis: true ratio of variances is not equal to 1  

95 percent confidence interval:  

0.1251097      2.1052687  

sample estimates:  

ratio of variances  

0.5837405  

which shows no evidence of a significant difference, and so we can 

use the classical t-test that assumes equality of the variances. 
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>t.test(A, B, var.equal=TRUE)  

Two Sample t-test data:  A and B t = 3.4722, df = 19, p-value = 

0.002551  

alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 

0 95 percent confidence interval:  

0.01669058      0.06734788  

sample estimates:  

mean of x       mean of y  

80.02077        79.97875 
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Cont… 

Exercise: the recovery time (in days) is measured for 10 

patients taking a new drug and for 10 different patients taking a 

placebo. We wish to test the hypothesis that the mean recovery 

time for patients taking the drug is less than fort those taking a 

placebo (under an assumption of normality and equal 

population variances). The data are: 

With drug: 15, 10, 13, 7, 9, 8, 21, 9, 14, 8 

Placebo: 15, 14, 12, 8, 14, 7, 16, 10, 15, 12 
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cont… 
Answer 

 > drug <- c(15, 10, 13, 7, 9, 8, 21, 9, 14, 8) 

> plac <- c(15, 14, 12, 8, 14, 7, 16, 10, 15, 12) 

> t.test(drug, plac, alternative ="less", var.equal = T) 

Two Sample t-test 

data: drug and plac 

t = -0.5331, df = 18, p-value = 0.3002 

alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is less than 0 

95 percent confidence interval: 

-Inf 2.027436 

sample estimates: 

mean of x mean of y 

11.4 12.3 
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Cont… 

Example : an experiment was performed to determine if a new 
gasoline additive can increase the gas mileage of cars. In the 
experiment, six cars are selected and driven with and without 
the additive. The gas mileages (in miles per gallon, mpg) are 
given below. 

Car                        1         2        3         4         5          6 

mpg w/ additive: 24.6    18.9    27.3    25.2    22.0     30.9 

mpg w/o additive: 23.8    17.7    26.6    25.1    21.6     29.6 

Since this is a paired design, we can test the claim using the 
paired t–test (under an assumption of normality for mpg 
measurements). This is performed by:  

add <-c(24.6, 18.9, 27.3, 25.2, 22.0, 30.9)  

>noadd <-c(23.8, 17.7, 26.6, 25.1, 21.6, 29.6)  

>t.test(add, noadd, paired=T, alt = "greater") 
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Cont… 

The output is given as follows: Paired t-test 

data:  add and noadd t = 3.9994, df = 5, p-value = 0.005165 

alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is greater than 

0  

95 percent confidence interval:  

0.3721225      Inf  

sample estimates: 

 mean of the differences  

0.75  
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